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For immediate release
St-Sulpice, Switzerland and Redwood City, Calif. May 7th 2007— At a time when
spammers are becoming more aggressive and creative day by day, in the interest of
developing its flagship product MailCleaner.net, Fastnet SA has announced a
partnership with a leading anti-spam vendor, Mail-Filters.com, Inc.
For the past four years, MailCleaner.net has based its strength on combining a variety of
technologies to detect Unsolicited Bulk E-mail (spam). A number of technologies exist
in this domain, but because no single approach is perfect, such a combination has proven
to be the most effective solution.
“As we considered adding an anti-spam technology to further enhance the MailCleaner’s
filtering ability, we had to find one that was not only effective, but also able to process
the volume of email traffic seen by our enterprise customers,” said Olivier Bourgeois
Fastnet CEO. “We finally found these attributes in the Mail-Filters technology.” He
continued. “With a spam detection rate of over 95% and a false positive rate of less than
one in 1,000,000 it was exactly what we were looking for. This partnership has another
benefit, it will also allow the MailCleaner line of products to develop new markets and
strengthen its distribution in the United States.”
“Mail-Filters is pleased that its technology works well with the MailCleaner product
line, said Daniel Ashby, SVP Global Sales and Marketing for Mail-Filters. “It is one
more indication that spam is a global problem, controlling which takes a technology
specifically designed for a global market”.
Fastnet SA includes the Mail-Filters technology in its MailCleaner Enterprise Solution
as an optional module particularly suited for clients faced with large volumes of e-mail.
This significantly improves not only the overall filtering quality, but also the number of
messages that can be processed daily.

About Mail-Filters
Founded in 2001 and based in Redwood City, California, Mail-FiltersTM focuses on
providing its technology through OEM partners. Recognized as the global leader in the
OEM anti-spam market, the Mail-FiltersTM technology is currently deployed with over
30,000 enterprise customers, filtering millions of mailboxes, in over 100 countries and
supporting over 30 languages. Mail-FiltersTM processes billions of messages every day
and is one of the only anti-spam companies to offer a guarantee on performance.
The company can be found on the Internet at www.Mail-Filters.com or reached in the
USA at (650) 655-7700.
About MailCleaner
MailCleaner is developed by the company Fastnet SA. Founded in 1994, Fastnet SA is
one of the original ISPs in the French-speaking region of Switzerland. The first
commercial version of MailCleaner was launched in October, 2002. MailCleaner is now
the leader in Switzerland in Antispam Filtering for middle- and large-sized customers,
including universities and government organizations.
MailCleaner can be found on the Internet at www.mailcleaner.net or in Switzerland at
+41 21 695 2020.

